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SUBJECT: TRANSIT SERVICE POLICY (TSP)
ACTION:

ADOPT PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE MTA TRANSIT SERVICE
POLICY

RECOMMENDATION
Adopt the proposed amendments to the MTA Transit Service Policy (Attachment B).

The MTA Transit Service Policy (TSP) details service design guidelines and operating
protocols and is updated on a regular basis to incorporate changes in MTA's operating
environment. The amendments to the TSP include changes to:
A.

MTA's School Tripper policy to ensure compliance with Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) regulations and to improve communication with school
districts;
6. Metro Rapid Service Warrants to better reflect on-street operational experience;
and
C. MTA's Performance Monitoring Process to better evaluate our services in terms of
the region's mobility needs and service quality.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The proposed amendments ensures compliance with FTA school tripper regulations
and maintaining Metro Rapid's quality of service, and allows MTA to increase its focus
on the region's mobility and customer service needs.
OPTIONS
The option is not to approve the amendments to the TSP. This option is not
recommended as these changes to the TSP are necessary in order to conform and
improve MTA service in a changing operating environment.

BACKGROUND
The TSP is a formal document that lays out MTA service policies and design
guidelines, and guides decision-making during the service change process. The TSP
was originally adopted in 1986 and was last updated in 2007. These amendments
update MTA's School Tripper Policy, Metro Rapid Service Warrants, and Performance
Monitoring Process.
School Tripper Service
Last year staff conducted an internal audit to ensure that MTA service complies with
FTA regulations regarding school tripper service. School trippers are extra service
operated to protect against overcrowding on bus routes serving schools. FTA
regulations require that school tripper service be available to the general public by virtue
of being published on public timetables and by serving official MTA bus stops. Based
on this audit, staff has expanded communication procedures with school districts in our
service area and proposes to amend the TSP to formalize this.
Metro Rapid Service Warrants
Metro Rapid Service Warrants are service design and operating guidelines used to
ensure that the quality of Metro Rapid service is maintained. As all MTA-operated
Metro Rapid service has now been in operation for at least a year or more, changes to
the Warrants are being proposed to better reflect on-street operating characteristics,
maintain Metro Rapid's speed improvement, and improve on-time performance.
Performance Monitoring Process
Various performance indicators are used in evaluating our services on a service type
and line level basis. Among these is the Route Performance Index (RPI), which is
currently the formal performance indicator used to flag under-performing lines during
the service change process as identified in the TSP. This index is a composite rating
based on three measures: passenger boardings per service hour, passenger miles per
seat mile, and subsidy per passenger. Each service type, such as Local, Rapid, etc. is
evaluated separately. Services with a score of 1.0 are considered performing at an
average level within their service type. Services with a score of 0.60 or lower are
performing at least 40 percent below their service type average and, according to the
TSP, are candidates for corrective action.
The RPI is focused purely on resource-based measures and does not reflect regional
mobility and service quality concerns. Therefore, staff developed a new methodology
for monitoring service performance that balances the productive use of resources with
the region's mobility needs and service quality. Similar to the RPI, lines are evaluated
by service type, such as Local, Rapid, etc. However unlike the RPI, in which lines are
evaluated as a composite of all time periods and days of week, the new evaluation is
done for seven different weekday time periods plus weekend days. This is important
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because it is easier to identify when lines are not performing well for a particular
indicator. The new process helps to identify trade-offs when making service
adjustments. For example, reducing over-crowding on a line may also reduce
productivity. The identification of these trade-offs allows staff to optimize the system in
terms of network reliability, customer satisfaction and service efficiency. While the RPI
is a "scoring" mechanism, the new process is a "screening" mechanism, assisting staff
in identifying periods or segments of a line where there are opportunities for
improvement.
The new process has been developed with sector staff over the last three quarters and
was applied to the June 2009 service changes. Sector staff and Governance Councils
support the new process. In addition to amending the main sections of the TSP
covering performance monitoring, other minor text in the document will be amended
that refers to these sections.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The staff funding required to monitor the TSP is included in the FYI0 budget in cost
center 3170, Service Planning and Development, under Project 300011, Bus
Operations.
Impact to Enterprise Fund Bus and Rail Operatinq Budqet
The TSP is used for the service change evaluation process. It helps identify underperforming lines and operational inefficiencies, which helps better utilize the Enterprise
fund.

NEXT STEPS
The amendments to the TSP will become effective immediately upon Board approval.
ATTACHMENTS
A. Major Changes to the Transit Service Policy
B. Amended Sections of the Transit Service Policy
Prepared by: Steve Fox, Program Manager, Service Planning
Conan Cheung, Deputy Executive Officer, Service Planning &
Development
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Carolyn Flowers
Chief Operations Officer
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Arthur T. Leahy
Chief ~xecutiveOfficer
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ATTACHMENT A

Transit Service
Policy Section
MTA School
Tripper Policy

Metro Rapid
Service Warrants

Transit Service Policy Amendment

Amendment establishes formal School Tripper Service Change
Procedures (Appendix D) to ensure MTA complies with FTA
school tripper guidelines.
Amendment updates Metro Rapid Service Warrants to better
reflect on-street operating characteristics, maintain Metro Rapid's
speed improvement, and improve on-time performance (Appendix
B).

MTA Performance Amendment updates MTA Performance Monitoring Process to
Monitoring Process add new performance indicators that balance the productive use
of resources with the region's mobility needs and service quality
(Appendices E and F).
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2.3 METRO RAPID DESIGN CRITERIA
The Metro Rapid program is based on the Curitiba, Brazil urban design and public
transportation model. This model uses 11 key design attributes in the development of Bus
Rapid Transit service. The initial Metro Rapid services incorporated six of these design
features, while the remaining five will be incorporated during the expansion of the program.
Design features included in the initial stages of the program are: a simple route layout, frequent
accelerated running times between adequately spaced time
service,
points, and less frequent stops. Level boarding and alighting, color-coded buses and stations,
and bus signal priorities are also key design features.

v ,

Service warrants guide the design, monitoring and development of the Metro Rapid program.
The warrants are specific targets or objectives that are linked to each of the program's key
attributes. These warrants are presented in Appendix 6 .
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2.20 SCHOOL TRIPPER SERVICE
School trippers are extra service operated to protect against overcrowding on bus routes
serving schools. Metro's policy on school trippers is based on FTA regulations (49 CFR Part
605). These regulations are directed at protecting the private sector against unfair competition
and ensuring that FTA funding is focused on providing services that meet the needs of the
"general public."
"School Tripper" service may be operated if it meets the following criteria:
o

There is sufficient demand to warrant the operation of a school tripper;

o

There are sufficient resources to warrant the operation of a school tripper;

o

The school tripper will not result in a significant increase in travel time for regular
customers; and

o

The school tripper is operated as part of the regularly scheduled public transportation
service.

School tripper service must meet the following requirements:
o

0
All school trippers must fully comply
with established policies and procedures;

o

. .
0
All regularly
;
scheduled school

trippers must be published on public timetables;
o

B4se&aw,,,
All locations where
trippers board or alight passengers, including the bus stops at deviated routes, must be
marked with Metro signage including the bus line numbers servicing the stop;

o

School tripper changes must be noticed to the general public by a service change notice
or on the Metro website at www.metro.net; and

c

S,
Requests for new school trippers or
modifications to existing school trippers will be considered given that at least two weeks
prior notice is provided to complete appropriate analysis of the request and to allow
appropriate notification of changes.

.

.

School Tripper Service Change procedures are listed in Appendix D.
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SECTION 3: BUS PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Metro uses a comprehensive bus performance analysis process that focuses on mobility, the
customer's experience, and resource utilization. In addition to the Route Performance lndex
(RPI) used historically, Metro now uses an additional process that complements the RPI. The
new process contains four core values using nine performance indicators, with detailed
analytical reports produced quarterly. The reports analyze lines according to the different Metro
service types, and by nine specific time periods, including weekend days. The reports also
allow the user to focus from the network down to the line segment and stop level. A detailed
example of the RPI calculation and definitions of the new performance indicators are shown in
Appendices E and F respectively.

SECTION 3.1: ROUTE PERFORMANCE INDEX
The Route Performance lndex (RPI) is used to ensure that Metro services are effective and
provide a reasonable return on investment. These measures are applied to all Metro bus lines
in operation for more than a year.

The RPI is used to identify under performing lines. Specific corrective actions are decided on
during the service change process. Corrective actions could include marketing, service
restructuring, serving the demand with an alternative service, or cancellation of service.-

The RPI is an index consisting of three variables:
Utilization of Resources - Passenger boardings per service hour is used as a measure to
determine how effectively resources are being used. This measure is determined by
dividing the total number of boardings on the line by the service hours operated. Routes
having a higher number of boardings per hour represent a better utilization of resources
such as buses, operators and fuel.
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Utilization of Capacity - Passenger miles per seat mile is the measure used to evaluate
how well the seating capacity of the system is being used. Passenger miles are calculated
by multiplying the average distance traveled per passenger by the number of passengers
using the service. Seat miles are calculated by determining the number of seats per
vehicle by the number of service miles operated. The higher resulting number indicates
greater utilization of system capacity.
Fiscal Res~onsibilitv- Subsidy per passenger is the measure for fiscal responsibility.
Subsidy refers to the amount of pubic funding required to cover the difference between
the cost of operation and the passenger revenues collected. Higher subsidy services
require more public funding support.
The following categories are used during the performance evaluation process:
Metro Liner
Metro Express
Metro Rapid ExpresslMetro Rapid
Metro Local
Metro RailIFeeder Shuttles
Specific indices are developed for each measure and category of
service performance. Lines with an index of 1.0 perform at the
category average, while lines with an index of less than 1.0
perform below the average. Lines with a performance index lower
than 0.6 are defined as performing poorly and targeted for
corrective action. Lines that have been subjected to corrective
actions and do not meet the 0.60 productivity index after six
additional months of operation may be cancelled, subject to
Sector Governance Council approval, unless a funding agreement
with a city or other agency is in place to offset the poor
performance of the service. Such agreements need to be for a
period of one year or more and in an amount sufficient to bring
the farebox recovery ratio of the poorly performing service up to
the service type (Metro Local, Metro Express, etc.) average.

SECTION 3.2: SERVICE QUALITY AND REGIONAL MOBILITY INDICATORS
Following is a discussion on the new process that subscribes to four core values using nine
performance indicators.
Availability
The extent that transit service is available measures success in improving the region's mobility.
Two performance indicators measure this: Accessibility and Connectivity. The accessibility
indicator ensures that 99% of census tracts with three or more households andlor four or more
jobs per acre are within a quarter-mile of transit. The connectivity indicator states that direct
transfers should be available for all Rapid-to-Rapid and Tier 1 Local-to-Tier 1 Local
connections.
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Qualitv
Quality is important in retaining our existing customers, and attracting new ones. Two
performance indicators measure this: On-Time Performance and Customer Complaints. OnTime Performance uses a standard of one-minute early and five-minutes late. The Customer
Complaint indicator flags those lines that have a greater rate of complaints than other lines in
their service type.
Quantity
Quantity is also important in retaining our existing customers and attracting new ones. Two
performance indicators measure this: Frequency and Load Factor. Frequency ensures that the
level of service is set to meet the passenger demand in a corridor. The standard for Metro
Rapid service is set at a minimum of 20-minute frequency between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.,
while all other services have a minimum of 60-minute frequency during any time period in which
service operates. Load Factor ensures that customers have a comfortable experience during
their trip. The load factor standard is that the average ratio of passengers to seats does not
exceed 1.20 during any hour of operation.
Effectiveness
Effectiveness ensures that service is provided in the most cost-effective manner using scarce
resources. Three performance indicators measure this: Boardings per Service Hour, Cost per
Passenger Mile and Passenger Miles per Seat Mile. Boardings per Service Hour, or
productivity, flags those lines that are not attracting an acceptable level of passengers, given
the amount of service provided for that line's service type. Cost per Passenger Mile and
Passenger Miles per Seat Mile flag those lines that require excessive resources for that line's
service type.
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APPENDIX 6: METRO RAPID PROGRAM SERVICE WARRANTS

PROGRAM GOAL: Minimum operating speed im
. . .
over ex
service.

PROGRAM PRINCIPLE: Improve
Operating Speed and Frequency.

I

I

Program

Program Element

Program Objective
PLANNING DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

Identify core segment of corridor for Metro Rapid operation to maxim
passengers per route mile or greater) and minimize operating costs.
at least 10 miles jn length.

Maximize patronage and
minimize costs

-

--Service for lonqer distance
t
i
i
~
&

-

-

service should be operated in corridors where the average ~ a s s e n
service is at least 25% lonqer than the corridor's underlvinq Local av

OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Alignment modification

Corridor Alignment
Addition of shortlines and
branches

Maintenance of operating
speed
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Changes to the alignment that affect one-way revenue route miles or
existing infrastructure (stations and TPS) require a technical memora
customers, line performance, operating costs, and capital costs.

pasmyas. Shortlines should be minimized whenever possible so a
UDS on throuqh trips. All shortlines and branches require a technical
impacts on customers, line performance, operating costs, and capita

Maintenance of the Program Goal is required. Corridor vehicle run ti
Improvements in operating speed are encouraged through improved
priority software, elimination of unproductive stops, introduction of by
BOCC and TOS management.
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Program
Component

Program Objective
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F
Program Element

Program

Program Objective

Component

Stop Location

a
PLANNING DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Full Metro Rapid station with
canopy

All stations will have the "branded" Metro Rapid canopy facility with fl
trip" display unless it is physically impossible without extreme cost. F
stops on turnaround loops that only discharge passengers, the full st
,
.
.
~
r
o
v
i
d
6,

Station Facility

Double canopies will be
installed only at high demand
stops

9,

Double canopies will be located only at high demand stops, such as
station portals or where high ridership bus lines meet.

Btls:
OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

All stations will be maintained by the city or County responsible for th
repair with regular cleaning and emptying of trash receptacles such t
maintained image is projected and problems with adjacent land owne

Station Maintenance
Monitoring

PLANNING DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

Transit Priority

All signalized intersections
should provide bus signal
priority for Metro Rapid
Identification of by-pass lane
needs
Monitor effectiveness of transit
priority measures

Signal priority should include terminal movements to reduce operatin

At points of significant delay due to traffic congestion, an analysis wi
feasibilitv of establishina bv-pass lanes for Metro Rapid service.
The effectiveness of the transit priority measures will be periodically
recommendations will be developed for potential further improvemen
OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

in-service movements
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Non
-

. . Non in-service move
f
the main route of line whenever possible so as not to interfere with b
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Vehicles and Vehicle

Veh~clesmust be In Metro

Service Frequency*

Schedule Development
-T~mepoints
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aced to rnalntain optim
. Running kws must b
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Appendix D: School Tripper Service Change Procedures

1. Service Sector Service Development Managers (SDMs) are responsible for certifying that all
school trippers in their sector fully comply with Metro's School Tripper Policy (Section 2.20 of
the Transit Service Policy). Each sector will submit a report prior to each major service change
program that details all existing and proposed school tripper service to the Service
Development Department.

2. All regularly scheduled school trippers must be published on public timetables to ensure that
both the general public as well as the student population are aware of the services.
3. School tripper "pink letters" require notification to the general public through the use of a
service change notice or on www.metro.net.

4. Uniform standards for the documentation of school tripper pink letters must be employed by
all sectors. This includes standardizing the pink letter form and oversight of the pink letter
information being input into the SLS 2000 system to ensure accuracy. All requests for new
school trippers and modifications to existing school trippers must be logged into the SLS2000
regardless if the requested new or modified school tripper is actually implemented.

5. Request for new school trippers or modifications to existing school trippers will be
considered only if at least two weeks prior notice is provided to complete appropriate analysis of
the request and to allow appropriate notification of changes to the general public.
6. Sectors are responsible for working with school districts in their sector which use school
tripper service. For example, a specific protocol has been established with LAUSD in which
their monthly Operations Coordinators' Meeting has a standing agenda item, "Metro
Coordination,"where special events and bell-time changes are disseminated to Metro through
communication with staff and the meeting's minutes.
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APPENDIX E: ROUTE PERFORMANCE INDEX
The route performance index is designed to provide an objective measure of a bus route's
performance relative to other similar types of service. The index is based on system ridership
and financial targets from the FY 2010 Operating Budget. The following categories are used
during the performance evaluation process:
Metro Express
Metro Liner
Metro RapidIRapid Express
Metro Local
Metro RailIFeeder Shuttles

The evaluation process focuses on four factors:
Utilization of Resources - Boardings per service hour is used as a measure to
determine how effectively resources are being used. This measure is determined by
dividing the total number of boardings on the line by the service hours operated. Routes
having a higher number of passengers per hour represent a better utilization of
resources such as buses, operators and fuel.
Utilization of Capacity - Passenger miles per seat mile is the measure used to
evaluate how well the seating capacity of the system is being used. Passenger miles are
calculated by multiplying the average distance traveled per passenger by the number of
passengers using the service. Seat miles are calculated by determining the number of
seats per vehicle and multiplying by the number of vehicles on the route and then by the
number of service miles operated. The higher the resulting number, the greater the
utilization of system capacity.
Fiscal Responsibility - Subsidy per passenger is the measure for fiscal responsibility.
Subsidy refers to the amount of public funding required to cover the difference between
the cost of operation and the passenger revenues collected. Higher subsidy services
require more public funding support.

The index for passengers per service hour and passenger miles per seat mile are normalized
measures where the performance of the individual route is divided by the standard set for the
category. The subsidy per passenger measure is an inverse relationship and is therefore
calculated by dividing the category standard by the individual routes performance.
The following formula is used to develop the route performance index:
Route Performance Index = [(BSHil BSH) +(PMSMi/PMSM) + (SUB/SUBi)I + 3
Explanation of Variables

BSH

Category average for boardings per service hour performance measure

PMSM

Category average for passenger miles per seat miles performance measure

SUB

Category average for subsidy per passenger performance measure
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BSHi

lndividual boardings per service hour measure for route during evaluation period

PMSM

lndividual passenger miles per seat mile measure for route during evaluation
period
lndividual subsidy per passenger measure for route during evaluation period The
route performance index is calculated and reported annually. The performance
measurement standards for each route category are to be set annually relative to
the percentage improvement of overall system performance relative to the
previous years performance. This percentage improvement will be based on the
performance objectives outlined in the Metro Operating Budget.

The method for establishing the Route Performance Index standard for each category includes
the
following:
Obtaining the budget performance measurement targets for FY 2010, and
Increasing the average category performance measurement by the percentage
increase established for that measure.
The mathematical explanation for this process is as follows:

BSHy

Explanation of Variables
Individual boardings per service hour performance measure for route for
previous year

PMSMy

Individual passenger miles per seat mile performance measure for route during
previous year

SUBy

Individual subsidy per passenger performance measure for route during previous
year

C

Summation of all data items

FH

Passenger boardings per service hour adjustment relative to annual budget
performance measurement goal

Fc

Passenger miles per seat mile adjustment factor relative to annual budget
performance measurement goals

Fs

Subsidy per passenger adjustment factor relative to annual budget performance
measurement goals

The result of this calculation would be the standard for the category for the remainder of the
fiscal year.
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Index for Selected Bus Routes
To better illustrate how the index would vary according to the performance of an individual
route, the performance index for three local bus routes was calculated using operating statistics
from FY 2006. These bus routes include Line 207 Western Ave., which is one of the most
heavily patronized bus lines in the system; Line 2 Sunset Blvd., which is a line that performs
very close to the group average for local bus routes, and Line 170 El Monte - Montebello which
is a low ridership bus route.
The resulting performance indices are shown in the following table. Line 207 Western Avenue
has an index of 1.59, more than two times the .60 minimum performance index. The
performance index for Line 2 Sunset Boulevard is 0.97, about 50 percent above the minimum
performance standard. Line 170 El Monte - Montebello has a productivity index of 0.36, which
is well below the minimum performance standard, and according to the transit policy, this
service required corrective action.

ROUTE PERFORMANCE INDEX FOR SELECTED LOCAL BUS ROUTES

207

2

170

WESTERN
AVE.
SUNSET
BLVD. BEVERLY DR.
El MONTE
MONTEBELL
0
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Local

$0.79

85

0.46

1.59

Local

$1.75

50

0.42

0.97

Local

$4.17

25

0.10

0.36
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APPENDIX F
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
AVAILABILITY

DEFINITIONS & PERFORMANCE THRESHOLDS

--

Accessibility

Servlce 1s to be provided to within 114 mile of all census tracts havlng at least 3 householdslacre andlor 4 jobslacr

--

Connectivity

Direct transfers should b e available for all Rapid-to-Rapid and Tler 1 Local-to-Tler 1 Local connections

QUALITY
--

In Service On-Ttme Perf.
(ISOTP)

-- Customer Complaints

[In Servlce On-Time Performance] At least 60% of trips ~neach tlme period should be no more than
one minute early or five minutes late at all non-terminal time points

Complaints per 100.000 boardings should b e less than the ratlo achleved by the poorest 15% of bus llnes In each
Local Service
Express Service
Shuttle Servlce
Rapid Service

8.70
30 00
24.00
4.00

QUANTITY

--

Frequency of Service

-- Load Factor

Service should be operated at least every 60 minutes, and Rapid service at least every 20 minutes between 6amThe ratio of passengers to seats should not exceed 1.20 during any hour at the peak load point of a line

EFFECTIVENESS

-- Boardings per Service Hour

Should be at least the ratio achieved by the poorest 15% of bus lines in each service type in FY2008

Local Service
Express Servlce
Shuttle Service
Rapid Service

-- Cost per Passenger Mile
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DX
6-9am
29.50
15.00
11.00
39.00

DX
9am-3pm
26.00
14.00
14.00
41.00

DX
3-7pm
24.00
16.00
9.00
39.00

DX
7-9pm
11.50
12.00
6.00
26.00

DX
9pm-Mid
12.00
2.00
7.00
25.00

DX
Mid-4am
12.50

Should be less than the ratio achieved by the poorest 15% of bus lines in each service type in FY2008

Local Service
Express Service
Shuttle Service
Rapid Service

-- Psgr Miles per Seat Mile

DX
4-6am
18.50
13.00
8.50
26.00

DX
4-6am
$2.00
1 .OO
6.50
1.15

DX
6-9am
$1.20
1.00
3.60
0.90

DX
9am-3pm
$1.30
0.75
2 95
0.80

DX
3-7pm
$1.43
0.90
4.00
0.95

DX
7-9pm
$2.47
1.25
6.00
1.10

DX
9pm-Mid
$250
1.75
6 00
1.00

DX
Mid-4am
$3.00

Should be at least the ratio achieved by the poorest 15% of bus llnes ~neach service type in FY2008

Local Service
Express Service
Shuttle Service
Rapid Service

DX
4-6am
0.12
0.19
0.05
0.15

DX
6-9am
0.22
0.24
0.08
0.21

DX
9am-3pm
0 21
0.21
0.10
0.29

DX
3-7pm
0.20
0.25
0.07
0.28

DX
7-9pm
0.09
0.13
0.04
0.19

DX
9pm-Mid
0.08
0.03
0.05
0.17

DX
Mid-4am
0.07

